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Artist:Â Walter PriceVenue:Â The Modern Institute, Airds LaneÂ and Bricks Space, GlasgowExhibition Title:Â Pearl LinesDate: November 13, 2020 â€“ January 16, 2021Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images,
press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy The Modern Institute, Glasgow, 2020. Photos by Patrick Jameson.Press Release:Pearl Lines marks the third solo exhibition of New York-based
artist Walter Price at The Modern Institute. Price presents a series of paintings spanning the last three years in the Airdâ€™s Lane gallery, alongside new drawings positioned in the adjacent Bricks Space.Walter
Priceâ€™s paintings offer visions that straddle abstraction and representation, combining suggestions of personal memories, collective history and cultural ciphers within his constructions. Extraordinarily apt at placing the
viewer, Priceâ€™s compositions invoke the feeling of peering into lucid dreams or surreal stage sets, bringing forth an awareness of looking at a familiar setting but from an unusual and disjointed view, as if a wall were
removed to allow quiet observation from a specific perspective. Objects are thus placed to accommodate this direction, or appear in motion as though the viewer stumbles upon seemingly private scenes: figures appear to
be in repose as they lounge within the space surrounded by a chest of drawers, sofa, table, all the usual hallmarks of a domestic interior. However there is an idiosyncrasy in them â€“ these sparse interiors act as vehicles
for the non-linear narratives they hold rather than mirroring a reality.The rich mercurial colours awash in Priceâ€™s paintings denote both atmosphere and the fractured spaces within the setting. Associations are created
throughout the paintings between the bold â€“ and at times contrasting â€“ tones and the references that enrich these images. In the work Facetime (2019), hues of pink dominate the scene as the glow of the
television-set in the bottom corner bathes its surroundings. Florida Man (2019) is consumed by shades of orange, at once obscuring figurative elements whilst drawing out layers of marks and lines of familiar motifs Price
gravitates towards throughout his work. Within the exhibition itself, Price forgos the ubiquitous white-cube gallery format, instead setting a deep black flooring and matching the â€“ a meditative setting for the endlessly
inventive environments that inhabit his paintings.Hung in the galleryâ€™s Bricks Space, a new body of works on paper are Priceâ€™s grounds for experimentation, as figurative elements consort with moments of
abstraction â€“ striking a harmonious balance between contradictions. Employing mediums such as collage, colour pencil, marker, pastel amongst others within his drawings, Priceâ€™s drawings can be viewed as
precursors to his paintings.Walter Priceâ€™s innate approach to form and line pushes unpredictable and bold colour beyond and out, finding correlations between the unexpected and navigating the contradictions through
his intuitive visual narrative.Walter Price (b. Macon, Georgia in 1989) lives and works in New York. Selected exhibitions include: Pearl Lines, Greene Naftali, New York (solo, 2020); 100 Drawings from Now, The Drawing
Center, New York (2020); The Whitney Biennial 2019, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York (2019); We passed like ships in the night, Aspen Art Museum, Aspen (solo, 2019); Walter Price, MoMA PS1, New York
(solo, 2018); Pearl Lines, KÃ¶lnischer Kunstverein, Cologne (solo, 2018); Pearl Lines, The Modern Institute, 14â€”20 Osborne Street, Glasgow (solo, 2018); Fictions, The Studio Museum Harlem, New York (2017);
89Plus: Americans,Â LUMAÂ Foundation, Zurich (2017); 99 Cents or Less, Museum of Contemporary Art, Detroit (2017); Zeitgeist,Â MAMCOÂ MuseÃ© dâ€™Art Moderne, Geneva, Switzerland (2017); Pearl Lines,
Karma, New York (solo, 2016); The Modern Institute, Glasgow (solo, 2016); Before Sunset, Karma, Amagansett (2016); Hill of Munch, Rachel Uffner Gallery, New York (2016); Full Spectrum, Harriet Tubman Museum,
Macon, Georgia (2013).Link: Walter Price at The Modern InstituteArtist:Â Maya HewittVenue:Â Marta Cervera, MadridExhibition Title:Â Cross My HeartDate: November 19, 2020 â€“ January 16, 2021Click here to view
(Im sorry Mr.Kawara)
slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Marta Cervera, MadridPress Release:GalerÃa Marta Cervera is pleased to announce Cross My Heart, the first
solo exhibition by Maya Hewitt in Spain. The show will be on view from Nov 19, 2020 until Jan 16, 2021.The series of works that compose Cross My Heart came about after Maya Hewitt became a new mother. They
evolved from the emotions that this time period was filled with, embracing concepts of transcendental value such as birth, life, faith and family.Combining references of the Madonna and child in art history and religious
icons with autobiographic elements from her Philippine roots, the paintings evoke subjective visions where the physical and emotional states confound, seeking upon ancestral connections. Ultimately, Cross My Heart
revolves around the dynamics between two figures, a mother Ì•s instinct to protect her child and the contradictory emotions involved in motherhood.The artist begins her paintings with an open-ended structure, letting the
narrative unfold throughout the process of their production. Her ink drawings are the starting point, where feelings and emotions translate directly into shape and color. The oneiric environments depict parallel realities,
both the internal and external, that merge in dreamlike set designs. The human figure in Hewitt Ì•s imagery represent the precarious balance between intimacy and exposure. Childish paraphernalia such as toys, figurines,
balloons and posters become ghostly apparitions protectively watching over. The aforementioned are borrowed from different cultures and some of these humanoid figures deconstruct preconceived notions of motherhood
and childhood that have been imposed, revealing what lays behind the mask.Maya Hewitt (1981, London, UK) received her BFA at the University of Brighton in 2004, the Awarded Placement at the Nagoya University of
Arts in 2003, a grant from the Daiwa Anglo- Japanese Foundation (UK). She was an artist in residence at Tokyo Wonder Site (Aoyama) and Luzhu Village (Taiwan). Solo exhibitions of her work have been held at Nunu
c1539a9490c99114eee5bc392f0f77453ef725facb479229254729eeef784f6b
Fine Art (Taiwan), Misako &amp; Rosen (Tokyo), 10 Chancery Lane (Hong Kong), Bischoff / Weiss (London). Her work has been featured at Thomas Olbricht Collection (Berlin), Reydan Weiss Collection (Oberstdorf),
contemporaryartdaily.com
IMOCA (Dublin), SOKA Art Center (Taipei y Beijing); the art fairs Frieze London and Art Fair Tokyo; and the galleries Union Pacific (London), Flux Factory (New York), The Mall (London), Studio A (London), Mark Rome
Gallery (Gstaad), R.K Burt Gallery (London), Plus Gallery (Nagoya), NUA Gallery (Nagoya).Link: Maya Hewitt at Marta
CerveraArtist:Â -Tatjana
ValsangVenue:Â Konrad Fischer, BerlinExhibition Title:Â LogbuchDate:
DHAdmann
ODBK
October 10, 2020 â€“ January 23, 2021Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Konrad Fischer, BerlinPress Release:We are pleased
to present LOGBUCH, the fourth solo exhibition of Tatjana Valsang at Konrad Fischer Galerie. The painter, who lives in Wuppertal, graduated in 1993 from the DÃ¼sseldorf Academy of Art under Dieter Krieg. Since 2011
she is part of our program.Many of Valsangâ€™s paintings appear primal and elemental, loosely biological or biomorphic in look, but each of them is arrived at though a mixture of material treatments, drawing their
painterly energy through either dispersal, delineation or direction. These three tendencies all play an important part in the construction and choreography of her compositions &#8211; in their artistic energies &#8211; and
can be discerned either operating individually within a canvas or simultaneously, all working together in unison, layer upon layer, within a single work.In such works, we find waves of swirling, undulating, folding and
unfolding forms coinciding with natural bleeds and contrasting with tight contours and consolidated outlines. Strong lines and colour coalesce, as do chance order.&nbsp;(Extract from Tatjana Valsang&#8217;s current
catalog LOGBUCH, A Studio Conversation, Jon Wood, published by DISTANZ Verlag, Berlin, 2020)The exhibition includes an overview of her work from 2016 to current works from 2020.Link: Tatjana Valsang at Konrad
FischerArtist:Â Harold MendezVenue:Â Institute of Contemporary Art, Los AngelesExhibition Title:Â Let us gather in a flourishing wayDate: September 26, 2020 â€“ January 10, 2021Curated By: Jamillah JamesNote: A
didactic from the exhibition is available here.Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images: Images courtesy of Institute of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles.
Photos by Jeff McLane.Press Release:Let us gather in a flourishing wayÂ is the first Los Angeles solo museum presentation of artistÂ Harold MendezÂ (b. 1977, Chicago). Borrowing its title from a poem by Juan Felipe
Herrera, the exhibition will include a selection of approximately 20 works by Mendez made over the past decade as well as newly produced works. Working between photography and sculpture, Mendez explores the
tension between fiction and truth, visibility and absence, with an interest in how constructions of history and geography shape our sense of self.A first-generation American of Mexican-Colombian descent, his work often
considers the transnational experience, ritual, and cultural memory. Mendezâ€™s large format two-dimensional works transform found photographs through a laborious manual transfer process similar to lithography.
Using charcoal or graphite to build the surface, Mendez both traces and erases archival imagery with specific sociocultural or art historical references to create otherworldly new images. Mendezâ€™s sculptures take
found objects, industrial goods, or symbolic organic matterâ€”such as eucalyptus bark, bone, or cochineal pigmentâ€”to examine identity and place; certain works become living rather than static objects, requiring the daily
replenishment of water or flower petals. While experimenting with dramatic shifts in scale and unorthodox materials, Mendezâ€™s excavatory approach to production is a process of unearthing and transforming that
highlights the tenuous relationship between history and its representation.Link: Harold Mendez at Institute of Contemporary Art, Los AngelesArtist:Â Pedro WirzVenue:Â PHILIPPZOLLINGER, ZurichExhibition
Title:Â Tooth of a GiantDate: November 24, 2020 â€“ January 16, 2021Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of PHILIPPZOLLINGER,
ZurichPress Release:PHILIPPZOLLINGER is proud to announce Tooth of a Giant, the second solo exhibition by Swiss- Brazilian artist Pedro Wirz. The exhibition introduces a setting with recent sculptures and wallobjects, drawing reference from cultural history, science, craft as well as folklore.The exhibition title is drawn from a description given to an isolated mastodon molar transported from New York to London in the early 18th
century. The label given exemplifies a moment of scientific study when something unfamiliar was dubbed with a familiar concept, albeit a fantastical one. The study of the history of life would in fact only emerge decades
later, at the end of the 18th Century, after a lengthy dispute debating if life possessed a history at all. At the time of the mastodon molar in London, it was confounding to consider nature as something that altered course or
trajectory, but the emerging field of Paleontology warranted the veracity of this new knowledge.In 1914, Austrian paleontologist Othenio Abel suggested that the ancient Greek myth of the Cyclops might be tied to
ancestral farmers unearthing dwarf skulls of another extinct proboscidean species, the large nasal opening being mistaken for a single eye socket. There is something tenable and formidable about how turning soil, a
story, and a bone can be woven together by generations to retell the story of the world as it was (and to signify a world as it is). The two episodes are examples of how we cannot think of our social, cultural or even
linguistic domains lying outside of natural history, and this argument clearly reverberates with present-day interpretations of that history referred to in the exhibition. As an example, Wirz has developed a contemporary
take on the folklore of the griffin; re-imagined with the head as a monolith, and the body and legs of a frog. Amphibians are today the fastest disappearing class of creatures and representative of what scientists have
begun to designate as the sixth mass extinction in the Earth&#8217;s long history.The f
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